Elemed's
Remote
Onboarding

Introduction
During COVID-19 the topic of on-boarding has become
more important than ever before.

This guide will provide you with some key insights and tools that
will aid your onboarding process virtually.

Why is it so important to get
this right?
Employee Experience - The first three months in a new job can
be an exciting but an anxious experience for most people; let
alone having to do it virtually. It is critical that the employee
feels comfortable, knowledgeable, empowered and part of the
team from day one. This will lead to high satisfaction rates and
retention levels.

Productivity - By providing your new employee with all the
critical information and support required to be successful
remotely, will allow them to best perform within their role.

Company Reputation - Our MedTech world is a small one, so it
is critical that new employees have a great impression of the
business; which leads to employee referrals and market
impression.

Pre-Start Date
A step often missed out by most companies but a critical one to ensure
your new employee will start with you successfully on the first day. It is
imperative to ensure that the new employee knows what is required of
them for their first day and to create excitement rather than anxiety
ahead of time.

We have created a checklist of tasks that will aid you do this
virtually.
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1 Month before start date
A personal call or video call from the team manager to welcome the
new employee and see if they have any questions before their start
date. Explain they will get all the information they need two weeks
before their start

2 weeks before start date
An online virtual coffee or lunch directly with the team manager and
potentially one team member to allow the new employee to already feel
as they are part of the team.

A welcome pack to be posted to their home address which will include
items such as company personalised notepads and pens, any critical
equipment they may need. It is also a nice idea to add something fun in
this pack too like personalised chocolates.

1 week before start date
Welcome email directly from the team manager. This should include:
how you and the team are excited for this person’s start, what they need
to prepare for their first day, agenda for the first day, link to a video
conference for their first meeting on the first day.
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Elemed's Ultimate Virtual

Onboarding Checklist
Before Start

First 30 days

Personal call from team manager

Set-up once a week 1-1 meeting

Virtual coffee/lunch

Create 90 day project plan

Order items for welcome pack

Organise virtual team building event

Send welcome pack via post

Career goal meeting booked

Send welcome email

Key training booked

First Day
Morning virtual meeting set up
HR to ensure logins are ready

First 60 days
Virtual monthly appraisal done
Send online employee satisfaction survey

Company handobaord sent via email
New buddy assigned
First day virtual lunch organised
Set up individual call with team

First 90 days
Virtual probation meeting set up
Organise another team building event
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First day
The first day for a new employee should be informative, provide
them with essential tools but also give them a great opportunity to
engage with the team.

Essential Tools
It is a good idea to allow the new employee to start one hour later on their
first day to give yourself time to set things up and be ready. Avoid long
and boring powerpoints, but instead make the session welcoming and
more of a Q&A session.

Informative
Team Manager- Provide the new employee with day plans,
project guidance and company strategy so from their first day they
feel included in the vision of the business; but importantly also their
part to play.

HR- Provide the new employee with all login details, virtual meeting
links and a company handbook which can be sent via email. Also
ensure they are aware of all company processes and perks. It is
advisable to create a short document which includes helpful
resources and information for all employees during COVID-19 so
the employee knows where to go should they need help

Engagement with the team
Assign a buddy to the new employee so they have someone they
can contact via messenger should they have any further
questions.
Have a first day virtual lunch where you include the whole team.
Pick a quick and fun game to play over lunch so it is a more
casual experience and team building experience.
Set up individual calls between the new employee and the team
so they can get to know everyone on a more individual basis.
Coach your current team to share their current role
responsibilities, how they can help and a top tip.
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First 90 days
The first 90 days are critical in setting up key projects and
ensuring you are aligned with the new employee.
As we are all unaware of how long COVID-19 lockdowns will last, it
is important to plan ahead to ensure that your company culture
and vision are transmitted virtually to all new employees.
Here are some key tips that may help:

Fisrt 30 days
Ensure you schedule a one to one meeting once a week. Make these
meetings more casual to see how the employee is feeling and if there
is any questions or concerns they have. Can be done over a virtual
coffee exchange to make it more casual.
Ensure you have created a 30-60-90 day project plan so the
employee is aware of deadlines and what tasks need to be
completed. Mondays is a great tool for this.
Arrange a team virtual quiz during lunch time or finish one day slightly
earlier. This is not only great for the new employee but general team
morale.
Arrange a career goals meeting to ensure you are engaging with
your new employees goals and aspirations from the beginning.
Book in key training and coaching sessions. This can be spread
amongst the first 90 days, but at least if they are booked in the new
employee will remain excited and motivated for skill development.
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First 60 days
Move your weekly catch up meetings to bi-weekly. It is still great to
check in at this point.
Ensure you have a virtual appraisal/development meeting to ensure
the new employee knows how they are progressing and any key areas
of development.
Send the employee an online survey which they can complete to
indicate how the initial onboarding process was.

First 90 days
Continue with your bi-weekly catch ups. As the team will be remote it
is important for the new employee to feel invested in. The catch ups
also provide a great platform for you both to get to know each other
but also for them to raise any concerns.
Organise another team building event.
Organise a virtual probation review which should include the team
manager, HR and the new employee.
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Useful links
Quiz

Myquiz

Kahoot

Test your employees mood
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ZestMeup

Supermood

Work from home
hacks

Work from home
with kids
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Virtual Meetings

Cisco webex

Zoom

Google
Hangouts

Join me

Skype for
business

How to run a
virtual meeting
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